A GOOD START, KEEP IT UP

The Walker Dining Service is encountered with the difficult problem of the efficacy of some form of customer service. Day by day and day by day over an uninterrupted nine month period. The number of complaints from these customers is indicative of the situation are two-fold: Walker Dining Hall will become a better eating place and the students will be able to enjoy a service which they themselves will have helped to build. But if these suggestions and the management accepted them in a manner ing of its fiscal year, and, with an enthusiasm that is peculiarly advantages which can arise from such a committee met with the Dining Service managers at the first meet-

The Walker Dining Service, Inc.

TUESDAY, APRIL 14, 1942

To the Editor

Dear Sir,

In your issue of Tuesday, April 7th, one of your reporters speaks disparagingly of a nation and at the same time speaks Supposedly to the facts. Beside being poor journalism, it seems in very bad taste.

Frank L. Hall, '25

To the Editor:

In the second editorial of your issue of Tuesday, April 7th, you said that it was not until MacArthur had left the be-leaguered defenders of the Philippines that the Japanese were able to capture the Philippines. Almost everyone including his military as-sociates agreed that MacArthur had left the island because it was doomed to fall, and not vice-versa. Let alone the admiral, Wainwright and the gallant men because they lost a battle which has done such great damage to the war plan.

Very truly yours,

A. Plumeran.

SNIW EXAM SCHEDES

Subject No. & Name Instructor Room

1.272 Transport Eng. J. E. Miller 1-132
1.250 Electro. Eng. J. S. Miller 1-355
1-245 Solid Mech. Koppen 1-245
1-375 Ind. Eng. Burtner 1-375
1-245 Engrs. Design 283 1-245

 TECHNIQUE DOES IT AGAIN

Today Technique, institute year book, is being distributed among the student body, which will be specially pleased, we believe, with this year's book because of its general excellence and because it comes as if the official record of Technology at war.

Technique has established a precedent during its many years of existence always publishing an annual of the highest quality, and this year's book is no exception. In many ways the new book is an improvement over past volumes. The cloth cover is new and different, the frontispiece adds color to the annual, the new arrangement of material with the activities first and the senior class faculty and following groups the matter according to its interest to the reader, and the "Tech Today" resume is a welcome and valuable addition.

All of this has been attained by a staff which was forced to push its deadline three weeks ahead of the customary date be-cause of the early graduation of the Class of 1942. That meant long hours and a certain amount of necessary hard work, but when the book was compiled, this year's Technique has no more the usual number of mistakes which every printed work contains.

The undergraduates and the Seniors, especially, owe their thanks to Tehnique for another fine record of life at Tech, one made under adverse conditions yet with no sacrifice of quality.